Talking Travel Clock - Item # 29438

Functions:

- Speaks the time
- Female voice
- Turn on and off Hourly announcements
- Set one alarm
- Multiple alarm sounds
- Snooze function
- Uses 2 AAA batteries (Not included)
- Measures: 3” High x 2 ½” Wide
Big Button Talking Clock – Item #29907

Functions:

- Speaks the time
- Female voice
- Turn on and off hourly announcements
- Set one alarm
- Snooze alarm
- Adjust volume
- Uses 2 AA batteries (Not included)
- Measures: 1 ½ High x 4 ¾ Wide
Talking Penguin Alarm Clock

Item #29324

Functions:

- Speaks the time
- Female voice
- Set one alarm
- Multiple alarm sounds
- Turn on and off hourly announcements
- Snooze alarm
- Uses 2 AAA batteries (Not included)
- Measures: 4 ½” High x 4” Wide (arm to arm) x 2 ¼” Wide (base)
Atomic Talking Clock – Item 29318

Functions:

- Speaks time
- British female voice
- Automatic atomic daylight savings setting
- Speaks date
- Set one alarm
- Snooze alarm
- Turn on and off hourly announcements
- Adjust volume
Talking Cube Clock – Item# 29999

Functions:

- Speaks time and date
- Male voice
- Set one alarm
- Multiple alarm sounds
- Turn on and off hourly announcements
- Countdown Timer
- Adjust volume
- Uses 2 AA batteries (Not included)
- Measures: 2 ¼” High x 2 ¾” Wide
Xtra Loud Talking Cube Clock

Item #29688

Functions:

- Speaks time
- Male Voice
- Set one alarm
- Multiple alarm sounds
- Turn on and off hourly announcements
- Adjust volume
- Uses 4 AA batteries (included)
- Measures: 2 ¾” High x 2 ¾” Wide
Talking Clock with Large Display & Vibrator Alarm – Item #29317

Functions:

- Speaks time, date, and temperature
- Male voice
- Set one alarm
- Multiple alarm sounds and vibrating alarm option
- Turn on and off hourly announcements
- Countdown timer
- Clock uses 2 AA batteries/Vibrating alarm pad uses 2 AAA batteries (both not included)
- Measures: 4 ¼” High x 7 ½” Wide